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S EMPLOYMENT

At FOI, formerly FOA, studies are being conducted on network-based
warfare in the project FoRMA.
Network-based warfare, or its US designation Network Centric Warfare,
NCW,
denotes a system of warfare in which the functions can be divided into
different platforms and
simultaneously working together through a network, which is realized by
information technology.
The Network Struggle Working Group was formed in May 2001 and the
task of the group is to develop methods
and apply these to assess and evaluate armed conflict in networks. Issues
during analysis
of network-based combat should be whether network-based combat is
possible, what is
boundary as well as what added value network-based warfare brings over
platform-based.
Particular attention will be paid to how models for representing and
evaluating network-based combat can
develop.
This feasibility study report discusses different network structures for
warfare and different types of
management functions, such as centralized and distributed. Important in
network-based warfare
is the ability to create a snapshot. It is likely that you want access at
different levels in the system
to varying degrees of detail. It is conceivable that a composite snapshot
that holds full
sufficient quality to be used in implementation management, lack of detail
or
refresh rate sufficient for weapon insertion, so a "subnet" must be
dedicated for
implementation of current weapons operations.
A number of typical cases have been developed, with the help of which
you later want to investigate the possibilities
utilize network-based warfare. The scenarios typically describe fixed
targets, tanks, fighter jets,
surface battleships and an underwater fall. Trivial networks between
management, sensors and weapons for them
different scenarios are presented. To study the properties and effects of a
unified network

consisting of a variety of components is also described a conceivable
structure for a general
network.
The report also highlights some well-known modeling methods that can be
of significance when one is going
find a methodology and systematics when modeling the scenarios that
describe network-based
warfare.
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1 B ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND TASK
For a number of years now, there has been a change in the conditions for
armed conflict. This
change is made possible by the rapid development of technology,
especially the development of
in the field of information technology, but also such as nanotechnology
and miniaturization.
What is characteristic of the ongoing changes is that more and more
people are transitioning from
to think in terms of platforms to think functionally divided and in
networks. The ability that

obtained by consciously and structured use of new technology is so much
greater than before
this was called a "Revolution in Militairy Affairs", RMA 1 . Throughout
history we have seen a number
occasions when new technology was introduced in such a way that the
warfare was revolutionized. 2 This
Recent RMAs have often come to be called Network-Based Warfare, or
with its US
designation Network Centric Warfare, NCW.

1.1 Task and working group
At FOI, formerly FOA, studies are under way on network-based warfare in
the project FoRMA
(Research on RMA). Within the framework of the FoRMA project, a substudy group is working on
develop and apply methods to evaluate armed combat in a network-based
defense system;
network combat.
A stringent Swedish language regarding network fighting is still missing
and a number of different
formulations circulate. In this work, unless otherwise stated, terms such as
network conflict,
network-based warfare, network-supported combat, networking, etc. are
used synonymously to
designate an armed combat system where functions can be divided into
different platforms and
simultaneously working together through a network, realized by
information technology.
The Network Struggle Working Group was formed in May 2001. The task
of the Working Group is to develop methods
and apply these to assess and evaluate network-based armed combat. The
central
the issues when analyzing network-based combat should be:
• In which cases is network-based combat possible?
• What is borderline?
• What added value does network-based warfare bring over traditional
platform based?
Particular attention will be paid to how models for representing and
evaluating network-based combat can
develop.

The work is reported as a feasibility study report (this report), a progress
report for the year
work at the end of 2001 and a final report on all work in the second half of
2002. Furthermore,
the project deliver results in the form of one or more "model drawings".
These deliveries are planned for
second quarter of 2002.
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The work is carried out by a project group consisting of expertise in
analysis, sensors, weapons
as well as modeling and simulation. The group is composed of staff from
FOI and FMV. To
support for the work is proposed to a contact group consisting of persons
from the Swedish Armed Forces, FMV,
FOI and industry are created. The purpose of the contact group is to
coordinate the project during the work
focus on both the Armed Forces' goals and needs, and on the industry's
opportunities to contribute.
The work is limited to armed combat only. Explicitly, we do not intend to
treat it
which is usually called information warfare, IW. Nor do we address the
issue of vulnerability in various
network configurations as this is handled in other projects at FOI 3 .

1.2 Reading instructions
The purpose of this feasibility study report is to describe the working
method and report the results of it
the feasibility study at the same time as it should serve as a common basis
for the continued work in
group. In addition to this introduction, the report is divided into five
sections.
The Network-Based Warfare section describes some of the conditions and
opportunities
around network battle, especially with regard to management.
The method description section contains a detailed description of the
method and method

one proposes for continued work. Since the work has a pronounced
iterative element, these will come
methods to be refined and further developed as work progresses. A final
account of
method and experience can be presented in the working group's final
report.
The section called Typefaces and Networks describes the five typefaces
we work with and the different ones
the network configurations we intend to test the typical cases against. The
descriptions found in
the feasibility study report does not claim to be complete, but represents
typical cases and
network options as far as they are described when the feasibility study
phase ends.
Modeling methods is the section that describes various methods for
modeling
network combat. Here are presented some interesting techniques that are
believed to be important for that
find methodology and systematics when modeling scenarios that describe
network support
warfare.
Finally, there is a section called a bibliography that lists books, reports,
journal articles and conference papers addressing network warfare. For
each font that
Also listed is a short presentation. The idea is that this list should work as
a kind
literature list for the working group.
Swedish RMA concept has often been linked to the three concepts of Dominant
Battlespace in Swedish documents
Awareness, DBA, Precision Engagement, PE and Decision Support DS.
2 See, for example, the FOI magazine, Foresight No. 2 2001, p. 40-41.
3 Analysis of network configurations, for example, will be addressed in the upcoming
project Methods for
analysis of networks, METANET starting in 2002.
1 The
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2 NETWORK-BASED WAR

2.1 Network operators
One of the basic tenets of network-based warfare is that the capabilities of
the system are
larger than in a platform-based system due to many, to shape and ability
different
actors, stakeholders, services and functions are represented on the same
network. This leads in
in turn, there are many different "requirements" on the network's ability. In
this feasibility study report
we have not had the ambition to identify all of these requirements and
associated requirements, but
a summary of possible requirements is presented in Appendix 6. In
sections 2.2 to 2.4 below
some claimants are discussed and interests and requirements attached to
them.

2.2 Management's role in network repositories
The idea of network-based warfare is exemplified in the dynamics of
growth and competition
that has evolved in the modern economy. This expects increasing
dividends
investment, is characterized by competition within and between industries
(ecosystems) and is constantly
expose / expose competitors to time pressure. This has, for example, led to
the development of
analysis methods for analyzing large amounts of data. Important
capabilities are, for example, structural analysis,
network analysis, forecasting, customer profiles with, for example,
behavioral pattern analyzes used for
finding credit card fraud etc.
When the theories are transferred to military needs, it is like the methods
of sensor analysis
improved, often in the civil industry, to be able to provide automatic
analysis and recognition of
objects or events that create new opportunities. This technology creates the
conditions for that
build up complex decision support systems within the defense in the same
way that they do today
the economic sector.
The potential of network-based warfare lies primarily in the dynamics;
faster and safer

information gathering through the interaction of sensors, better ability to
make decisions (with partial)
automated decision making and decision support) and an ability to
collaborate without having to
have the resources pooled and without having to make time-consuming
transfers and relocations.
This can also make warfare less vulnerable.
The role model for this is the potential ability that exists in the concept of
linking
sensor networks, management and weapons in a network named NCW.
NCW emanates from
the term "Network Centric Computing" which was used primarily for
commercial purposes by
representatives at the forefront in sectors such as industry and banks. This
term is also called NCO,
Network Centric Operations.
2.2.1 The functions of the cord
A management system consists of a number of information flows in
different directions, both upwards and downwards
in the wire hierarchy. The flow in the upward direction may be to supply
control centers with data from
sensors and their own devices to be able to process them together and if
possible
unambiguous situation picture as decision basis for threat forecasts and
resource allocation. In the downward direction
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the flow can be used to convey orders and distribute merged snapshots
from
management centers to the local level.
A presented snapshot can be of several different types, eg merged snapshot
stating
detected targets and threat forecasts, or merged status image indicating
sensor coverage and
ability towards different goals for an area. Communication coverage and
reliability are also

important in this context. Such information is important in order to assess
the reliability of
the presented snapshots.

2.3 Voltage, sensors and wiring
2.3.1 Voltage
Spanning is a means of information gathering and can be divided into two
main types:
Continuous and comprehensive scouting

The purpose of the continuous scouting is to provide a continuously
updated snapshot (preferably)
fused), which indicates, for example, sensor coverage and detected targets.
Extensive continuous scouting
can also be a means of mapping and tracking enemy activities. This can
apply to both
vehicle movements and, for example, interference.
Reactive voltage

The reactive scouting is demand-driven and is used to increase information
quantity and quality
an area or against a target detected by the continuous scouting. The
purpose can be
classification or identification of the target or target tracking and more
accurate measurement of targets such as
an articulated joint. In the case of reactive scouting, the sensor must be
selected to handle the task
specified information quality and appropriate platform are placed in the
vicinity of the target (within
coverage area).
2.3.2 Sensor management and data fusion
In order for correct decisions to be made, it is important not only to be able
to describe the current situation
but also how it has changed over a longer period of time in order to
discover that "something is
on time "before it has happened. It is important to have as good
information as possible when planning for
an effort as this can affect the choice of funding, management philosophy
and risk assessments
which can have a decisive influence on the outcome and result of the
effort. This leads to
continuous need for sensor management and sensor data fusion
Sensor Management

Sensor management is an important function of a network-organized
management system with access to
many sensors. The task of the sensor line is to plan and monitor the
continuous
the monitoring so that it is continuously adapted to threat forecasts and
meets the desired requirements
mode image generation performance. The task of sensor line for reactive
voltage can either
be assigned to the central sensor line or be localized to local levels in
conjunction with the delegate
insert responsibility.
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Sensor Data Fusion

The purpose of sensor data fusion is to be able to compile information
from several different types of
sensors but also several of the same type in order to present a coherent
position picture. One
another purpose is to be able to produce higher information quality by
reinforcing e.g.
classification, identification and target tracking ability by being able to
combine data from
multiple sensors concerning one and the same target.
However, there are difficulties in using this type of technology. At the
same time as the information about a certain
goals can be increased by merging information so the uncertainty in the
situation picture can increase with regard to, for example
number of goals, goals, etc.
2.3.3 Forecasts
An interesting aspect of sensor data fusion and decision support is the
ability to produce
forecasts based on continuous updating of large amounts of sensor data
together with
experience databases. A situation can be compared to previously stored
situations which means that

even minor changes (trends) that occur continuously over a longer period
of time can be detected.
Forecasts can, for example, predict upcoming event developments or
changed resource needs based on
changes in complex relationships in the situation picture, for example
traffic flow structure in an area.

2.4 Management - different philosophies
2.4.1 Centralized
Centralized management means that you execute orders locally from the
top with little space for your own
initiative. This can be a suitable solution when the best position picture
exists in eg one
command. However, the ability can be improved through local information
contributions from local
units.
An example of centralized management is air traffic management where
the responsibility for a task is carried out in
generally located on a control center and where the execution unit is an
instrument for this.
This strategy is based on the assumption that the best scenario information
and analytical ability
for the development of the location information to lead and initiate an
effort is at a central level.
An aircraft's own sensors have a shorter range and are primarily intended
for final phase control.
In addition, the pilot's analytical resources in the form of data and
equipment are limited.
2.4.2 Distributed
Distributed management can mean that the task is outsourced as local
assignments with a large
space for independent design. Need to be able to request resources from
above to
be able to perform the task available. Central management control is small
in terms of exactly where,
how and when the task is performed.
Distributed management has the greatest advantage when the central
management has scarce hands
location information at the detailed level and the conditions are better local
to decide how the business
should be conducted.

Mission tactics are a form of distributed management and have
traditionally been an important concept in
ground management and ground combat context. The perception of the
situation in the control centers is often diffuse
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in terms of details. This means that decisions on bets and betting orders
will be diffuse as to whether,
where and how an intervention is to be carried out and adopt the form of
discussion between different people as soon as possible
decision levels and those who are to perform the task.
Management of maritime combat is characterized by the fact that the
combat management in many cases gives intervention orders of more
general
character in which the concrete intervention decision is relocated to lower
levels. This can be based on, for example
threat picture and rules of action that result in more general intervention
decisions, eg action is inserted when
foreign submarine is located. This leaves a great deal of local space to
interpret and assess
potential threats that are located and relate these to existing decision
frameworks. This means that big
and independent responsibility for effort is given to the local management
of, for example, a vessel.
2.4.3 Network management
The network structure needs both centralized and decentralized ability, as
well as opportunity
to optimize the interaction between them. An important function in this
context is a decision support system.
systems that can evaluate the information situation at different levels and
determine where it is most appropriate
the level of decision is and the degree of independence that should be
allowed in various assignments.
A special case in this context is the sensor manufacturing chain, which it
can be important for

time and space precision that a fast and well-controlled process is
achieved. In this case, if
there are sufficient resources in terms of information, scouting and input
resources, a
centralized management of the process being preferred. This is especially
from a time optimization perspective
since several decision-making processes involve increased time delay in
the chain.
As a result of network organization and increased use of sensors and
associated
autonomy and analytical ability increase the ability to change and improve
decision-making in different ways
management levels. This can mean, for example, that at best, the same
information is available in
the control center as out in the field, for example in an airplane, ship and a
ground vehicle. This comes in
it is their turn to allow to a greater extent a greater opportunity to choose
the management structure and decision level
for different situations. Such a choice could be, for example, how to
optimize the effort with
in terms of time or security.
2.4.4
As a result of the different conditions for leadership, different cultures and
languages have too
ordering developed. Understanding of orders in the various business
segments depends on
knowledge of what this culture looks like.
In order to create a good and flexible collaboration, it is necessary to be
able to
manage the different needs of management and have a common
management and order language as well
knowledge of how to lead in other parts. With access to the opportunities
offered by one
network oriented management structure can provide it may be possible to
create a flexible and
Situational management with tailor-made decision and management
philosophy with collaboration between
different branches of defense.
2.4.5 Communication structure

For all network-connected resources, communication is needed to convey
information and for
to enable rapid response if needed. This includes opportunities for voice
communication within local
Page 15
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management sites and between local management sites and the central
management. For all this
communication is needed a combination of fixed and mobile
communication components.
Figure 1. Example of description of communication structure.

2.5 Methods for establishing a snapshot
During discussions in the working group, it has emerged that there is a
need to define
what we mean by a snapshot and how it can be established. An extreme
interpretation of
information superior to network conflict could be that a situation image is
created with such
detailed accuracy that it is sufficient in itself to lead a weapons operation
and that this situation
always available at all levels of the system.
A more nuanced interpretation is likely to have access to the system at
various levels
location images that are certainly based on the same information but
presented with different degrees of
detail. Furthermore, it is entirely conceivable that the composite position
picture is fully adequate
quality to be used in implementation management but to degree of detail
or
refresh rate is not sufficient for weapon insertion so a "subnet" of sensors
must
is dedicated solely for the execution of the effort. These sensors would
then more or less directly
feed the shooting unit / weapon with information about the target.
Alberta et al 1 talks about what is called the "Mission Specific Sensor
Network", ie for the task

especially composite networks of sensors. Their argument is that some
tasks require one
High Level of Battlespace Awareness. This is best achieved by being
gives a sensor network commander the right to use assigned sensors as
best they can
Page 16
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suitable for the task. One such utility may be that a specific sensor directly
feeds one
shooting unit or a real-time target mode weapon.
In order to have a snapshot to start from, information from a number of
sources must be compiled on
some way. In addition to gathering information from sensor systems such
as radar, sonar or scouting
UAVs are about retrieving data from databases, for example for the
purpose of identifying vessels and aircraft
as seen on the sensors. We have tentatively identified three ways to create
a snapshot:
2.5.1 Central image
Data / information from all relevant sensors is collected centrally and a
snapshot is compiled.
This snapshot is then distributed to anyone who wants or wants it. This can
be solved either
through "broadcasting" where the image is sent out blindly and everyone
who is interested receives it or
through a subscription process where the person who is interested in a
particular image reports this in
management system and then the image is sent to them. The advantage is
that everyone gets the same information,
the disadvantage is that the image is likely to take some time to compile.
2.5.2 Local image
The snapshot is built locally on all units that want it by subscribing to
sensor data / information that you compile yourself. If in such a system
you can choose which
sensors in the network you want to use there is no guarantee that everyone
has the same image. On the other hand

you are always guaranteed to get an image that fits your own needs, given
that the sensor resources are
sufficient.
2.5.3 Task-specific image
The third model involves creating a task-specific image similar to the idea
of “Mission
Specific Sensor Network ”as described above. It could mean, for example,
that you under one
limited time in a limited area dedicates a number of sensors to a specific
task. From
these are then built up or distributed to a uniquely defined group of
receiver.
Continued work may show what kind of situation picture is suitable in
which situations. Probably
different ways must be used depending on the conditions. That will be
decisive for how the image is constructed and used is the quality of the
image that can
achieved.
2.5.4 Quality measurement on the status screen
To be able to determine how good a snapshot is, that is, what quality it
should have a number
quality metrics on the status screen are defined. These should then be
related to the quality required
different levels. Examples of such measures may be:
• Update time - How "old" the information presented on average is. This
will in turn be a sum of how long it takes to create the snapshot and how
often a new one
image is broadcast.
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• Position error - The average error in target positions due to time delays in
transmission
and inaccuracy in the sensor systems.
• Community - Degree of commonality in the image of different entities.
In the future work, relevant measures should be identified and defined as
requirements at different levels

related to these dimensions.
See Alberts, Garstka, Stein, Network Centric Warfare: Developing and Leveraging
Information
Superiority, 2nd Edition, CCRP, 2000.
1
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3 M ETOD DESCRIPTION

The work is divided into four parts called Definition (1), "Trivial" network
(2),
"General" network (3) and Modeling approach (4). The four parts are
described in more detail
below.
Throughout the work, it is planned to use five different types of cases to
analyze the ability to
network combat. The five types of cases have been chosen after they are of
a different nature and are therefore expected to be able to
highlight various issues. The five types of cases have been called Fixed
Goals, Tanks, Infantry,
Combat Aviation and Underwater Destinations. They are described in
more detail in the Type Case and Network section below.
In time, the work is carried out in two phases, one feasibility study and one
main study phase. During
the feasibility study is planned work, basic definitions and definitions are
made at the same time
knowledge of valuation of network battle is invented. The working model
runs through the overview in
purpose of identifying weaknesses and developmental needs. This report
ends
study phase. A large part of the definition section takes place during the
feasibility study.
During the main study phase, the Definition step is completed. Then the
first step is carried out
Trivial network and then the General Network element. Parallel to these
two steps
work is being started and the work is being run in the Modeling approach.
The idea is for the elements to pull

benefit from each other in so far as analytical methods developed in steps
(2) and (3) should be able to
be included in the model ideas developed in step (4). The model ideas
should then be used
in the valuation under step (2) and (3).

3.1 Definition
The definition (1) is central to the ongoing work. During this step gather
basic knowledge at the same time as the conditions for analysis of
network-supported battle
formulated. The most important work done during the definitions is the
five typical cases we
intends to work with formulated. Typical cases are presented later in the
report.
Furthermore, during the definition step, the term "network" and "network
battle" will be explored in
the sense that different ways of organizing and utilizing the network
should be identified. This is a
provided that knowledge of technology, such as sensors and weapons, can
be analyzed in it
further the work. The focus is not to limit ourselves to a wording but to try
different at work
alternative ways to organize the network.
One of the basic ideas is that the process should partly be iterative in that
both the description of
Typically, the network is constantly refined as work progresses. Special
emphasis should be placed
by constantly documenting the changes that occur and that for every step
that
is clearly documented the version of type case and network used.
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main study
Pilot study
Moment 1
Final report
Spring 2002
"Model Drawings"
spring 2002
Project start
Scenario-

description
Modelhypothesis
Description of
general network
Feasibility Study Report
2001-09-30
Detailed
scenariodescription

Moment 4
Moment 2
Moment 3
Definition of
issues
and power measures
Valuation of
scenario i
network / platform
sensitivity
analysis
Conclusions
alternative
modeling
methods
General network
"Sensor-toshooter ”models
Attitude to
general
network models
Definition of
issues
and power measures
Valuation of
scenario i
network / platform
sensitivity
analysis
Conclusions
Analysis of "sensor"
to-shooter
models "
Analysis of
network models
"Drawing" for
modeling of
network battle
Definition of
bergeppet
network battle
Progress report
2001-12-15

Figure 2. Work diagram describing the four parts and the division into a
feasibility study and a main study phase,
and the deliveries planned for 2001-2002.
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3.2 Trivial and general network

The two elements trivial and general network, respectively, follow
basically the same work process.
Based on the network descriptions developed in the definition step, they
are identified
issues that are critical. To be able to compare network battles with
traditional ones
platform combat is defined one or more dimensions of power. The
measures of effect should be such that they can
used in all types of cases. Examples of power measures may be:
• Time from target discovery to combat
• Degree of precision in combat
• Cost (in time, money or personnel) to fight with probability P.
An evaluation is made for each type case using the effect measurements
developed and for each case is made
a sensitivity analysis in order to assess how sensitive the system is to
changes in input data. From
in this sensitivity analysis it should be possible to get a picture of which
parameters are bounding.
This part of the process has a clear iterative element as it is very likely that
the conclusions of
the valuation and sensitivity analysis lead to the need to change the
measures of effect.
The difference between the two trivial and general network elements lies
in which
network configuration we work with. A trivial network is considered to be
the simplest possible
the sensor-to-shooter combination (sensor-to-shooter) that is analyzed for
each
typical cases.
We do not need to use any exact model of sensors, platforms or weapons
systems but can
use "generic" systems, such as radar, fighter aircraft or sea-going robot
without indicating type
or nationality. However, for reasons of traceability, it makes sense to use
playing cards whenever possible
available. The trivial network should be analyzed map:
• Time delays
• Shooting times
• Target dynamics
• Position accuracy

The purpose is to identify which factors are or may be borderline. By
comparing
Each type case against a traditional platform-oriented organization gets an
idea of which ones
added value that a network-based defense can provide.
For the next work step, the trivial network is expanded to a general
network with n pieces
nodes. Initially, the analysis of the simple types of cases in this extended
network is done. This should
then develops to include the network's ability to handle several
simultaneous cases. Particularly
It will be studied whether the function of the network degrades with
several simultaneous tasks. Besides those
four parameters mentioned above, the network should be analyzed map
data sets and
communication capacity. Particular attention will be paid to whether the
so-called Metcalf's Law 1 is applicable
network combat.
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3.3 Modeling approach
In parallel with the analyzes in steps 2 and 3 above, different methods of
modeling should be used
network battle is being studied. A clear approach to modeling network
conflict should be implemented as one
separate torque. This step should include choosing the modeling method.
Two "main methods"
what should be studied is "traditional" modeling in any framework tool, eg
Flames, or System
Dynamics through, for example, iThink. During the definition step, further
alternatives are identified
modeling methods. The result of this should not be a complete model of
network conflict,
only a prototype or "model drawing" which can then be further developed
in a separate work.
Output from such models shall relate to the analytical measures defined in
step two

and three above.
The question of developing a complete model should be addressed in a
special order then
all work is completed.
Metcalf's law states that the capacity of the network increases as the square of the
number of nodes.
1
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4 T HEATS AND NETWORKS
Here are briefly described the five different scenarios to be studied. A
comprehensive account of
each scenario is in Appendix 1-5.

4.1 Scenarios
4.1.1 Fixed goals
Typically a fixed target, an artillery cannon has fired a civilian city. The
shooting was discovered by ours
sensors that allowed calculation of the cannon's position. One of our attack
aircraft that was in the air
will be ordered to fight the detected cannon. The attack is made more
difficult by the fact that the artillery cannon is
located next to a hospital where refugees pass on a nearby road. The
typical case objective is described
detailed in Annex 1.
4.1.2 Tank
In the typical tank there is elevated readiness but no direct war situation.
The raised
readiness causes our forces to maintain a general surface-based air and
ground based
scouting and increased surveillance of ports and airports for incident
preparedness and
maintaining territorial integrity. Adjacent to a port area has a stranger
tanks observed.
The task of the Swedish forces is to detect and locate the tank and then
follow
this and carry out a weapons operation. Reactive scouting is conducted
with a small UAV and

the tank is fought with a fiber optic robot. The typical tanks are described
in more detail in Appendix 2.
4.1.3 Combat aircraft
Typical fighter aircraft consists of a position with some height readiness.
Our strengths include the task
to protect an important fixed land target and to monitor and assert a
territory bounded by one
a fixed boundary, eg a territorial water boundary. The target is attacked
without special warning of
the opponent's attack company consisting of four attack aircraft and two
escort fighter aircraft.
Our site has a flying reconnaissance radar, a coastal corvette and a fixed
radar station or one
aerostat with radar as sensors. Our side has like weapons air defense robots
on the coastal corvette,
air defense robots at the target as well as fighter jets. Our site also has a
network-based management system
with a central decision maker. The typical fighter jet is described in more
detail in Appendix 3.
4.1.4 Outboard vessels
A frigate from superpower A who refuses to obey orders from his own
defense force is approaching one
Swedish convoy on its way out of Gothenburg towards the English
Channel. The convoy transports Swedish
troupe on the way to an international operation like superpower A has an
interest in delaying. When
The frigate is deemed to pose a threat to the Swedish convoy and all
attempts to turn it around
failed, the Swedish operative management decides that it should be
lowered with a sea-going robot
or controlled bombs. The task falls on the effort strength created to protect
the convoy.
The typical surface combat ships are described in more detail in Appendix
4.
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4.1.5 Underwater

During a mission to protect ships in a convoy, our scout detects a hostile
submarine. Our submarine
who are nearby get orders to fight the opponent's submarine with the help
of information
obtained via a fiber optic cable. Using target information from deployed
voltage sensors
our submarine gets enough target information to be able to shoot the
torpedo at the target. The goal is also fought
impact assessment is done through the scouting sensors. The type case
underwater is described in more detail in Appendix 5.

4.2 Networks
In this study, the work is supposed to be divided by first studying a trivial
network, which
includes different units in one scenario. By a trivial network is meant here
to a minimum
the number of nodes in the network required to realize the chain sensordecision-maker weapon is included
valuation. By general network is meant a "complete" network with a
plurality of redundant nodes
and alternative communication paths. Within the framework of the general
network, devices and
events from all types of cases are combined in a common scenario.
4.2.1 Trivial networks
Figure 3. Schematic description of a trivial network for the typical fixed
target.
Fixed goal - network

In a trivial fixed-target network, a shooting cannon (Figure 3) is detected
by ours
artillery location radar that transmits its information to a decision maker
located in one
command.
management
central with
makers
Attack
aircraft
Artlokradar
Cannon
Hospital
Village
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The decision maker orders an attack aircraft to fight the cannon with a
robot. The effect of
the bet is checked using a UAV that is sent over the target after the attack
is performed.
Fixed goal - Platform-oriented alternative

In the platform-oriented network typically fixed targets, the attack aircraft
discovers a shooting
cannon using its FLIR. The pilot fires a robot towards the cannon.
Figure 4. Schematic description of a platform-oriented alternative for the
typical fixed target.
Tanks - network

Moving tanks are detected by ground sensors located at 5 km distance
along a road. An alarm
is sent to the control center. The management function decides on possible
efforts combined with
reactive scouting to identify the detected target. Reactive voltage order
with a small
The UAV is sent to a reconnaissance unit.
Information from the reactive reconnaissance is sent to the control center,
which decides on action
with fiber optic robot. The robot has GPS and is constantly updated during
the operation with
forecasts of the target's coordinates at the time of the hit. These
coordinates are obtained via data from
ground sensor networks and reactive monitoring that continuously monitor
the target.
The robot hits the target and verification of the effect of the action is
obtained by analyzing data from
ground sensors and reactive scopes that hang over the target.
Tank - Platform-oriented alternative

In the platform-oriented alternative, action against the tank cannot be made
until it is discovered
visually. This can be done from, for example, attack helicopters. The
choice of weapons in the platform-oriented case becomes

then probably not a fiber optic robot but some weapon that requires lineof-sight to the target, e.g.
a laser or wire controlled robot
Aircraft
with FLIR
cannon
Decision-makers
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order
information
sensor input
insert
Figure 5. Schematic description of a trivial network for typical tanks.
Tank
100 km / h
management
Central
Ground
sensors
Reactive
Scout
UAVs
L 120 km / h
M 300km / h
Mission-based
m fiber robot
Time & Space
Forecast
Time & Space
Forecast
Time & Space
Forecast
fiber robot
300 m / s
Measure Distance
20-40 km
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of traditional platform-oriented sensor-toaction chain for tanks.
Combat Aviation - Network

A trivial network for combat aircraft uses reconnaissance radar that detects
targets at a certain distance
and can identify targets at another smaller distance. Sensor signal
processing takes place
radar image. From the FSR, processed target information is sent to the
decision maker. Information shall be provided for:
each target contain position including accuracy, target type, trajectory,
speed, etc. m
the decision maker compiles incoming information into a snapshot. With
the support of this gives
the decision maker orders to attack the fighter jet. The chase flight is
directed towards the target by the decision maker. When
The fighter jet has come close enough to the target, the hunting lord's boss
takes over responsibility. Target information
will then be sent directly from the FSR to the fighter aircraft. The fighter
aircraft fires radar robots under the direction of
the target information from FSR without turning on its own radar. The
robot's radar is turned on when the robot is close
goal.
Mission-based
m fiber robot
management
Central
own
sensors
ground radar
Stake
Inquiry
Measure Distance
0.5-2 km
fiber robot
300 m / s

Tank
100 km / h
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Combat Flight - Platform-oriented alternative

The difference compared to trivial networks is that today FSR is not used
to fire and lead
robots towards the target.
Figure 7. Schematic description of a trivial network for typical combat
aircraft.
Surface warships - networks

The trivial network for the surface warfare begins in the reactive search
from a UAV.
FF
Convoy
TKRB
UAVs
target position
SRB
Order about
Coat insert
Update
of target mode
anti-ship missile
ointment
Radar / optical
reconnaissance
Position and
homing image

Figure 8. Schematic description of a trivial network for typical surface
combat vessels.
FSR
Decision-makers
attack Flights
fIGHTER-AIRCRAFT
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The target mode is continuously sent by the UAV to the platform where
the insert is led, in this case a corvette
type Visby. Here, a local, detailed snapshot is created. An order is sent
from the management platform
the heavy coastal robot battery (TKRB) to fire an ointment with sea-going
robots against target No. Z in

position X, Y.
After the robots have been prepared, an ointment is fired. If the robots
have the ability to communicate
During walking, the target position of the robots is continuously updated,
either from the shooting unit or
directly from the wiring platform. Is the communication with the robots
bidirectional updated
also the snapshot with the robots' actual location and target finder
information.
Surface Warcraft - Platform-oriented alternative

In the classic surface combat case, the shooting platform detects the target
with its own sensors, e.g.
radar or SIS. Weapon action with a sea-going robot takes place with your
own robots.
FF
Convoy
SRB
anti-ship missile
ointment
Radar / optical
reconnaissance

Figure 9. Schematic description of a platform-oriented alternative for
typical surface combat vessels.
Underwater - network

Figure 10. Schematic description of a trivial network for typical
underwater.

acoustic
sensor networks
management
central
Submarine
Hostile
Submarine
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In the trivial network for the underwater fall, the enemy submarine is
detected by the advance
positioned sensor network. Shipped from a local processing and assembly
center

target position for a management center on land, where a decision maker
and head of information is located.
The decision maker sends an order to his own submarine to fight the
enemy submarine. Your own
the submarine sends a torpedo to the designated target point. The effect of
the bet is recorded by both
the laid-out sensor network and passive sensors aboard their own
submarine.
Underwater - Platform-oriented alternative

Our submarine detects a hostile submarine with its sonar. The submarine
fires a torpedo at the target. submarine
records the effect with the help of his sonar.
Figure 11. Schematic description of a platform-oriented alternative for the
typical underwater.
4.2.2 General network
The networks described in the trivial networks for each scenario allow
studies of which
factors that are essential in the individual cases. To study the properties
and effects of one
a collective network consisting of a variety of components, a possible
structure is described below
for a general network, composed of the units used in the scenarios.
The central decision maker should be able to be replaced at any time by
other decision makers
of the other management centers or platforms. Whether the central
decision maker or parts
every weapon carrier must have rules of engagement so that it can act
more
or less autonomously using information from the sensors available on the
network.
All location information from all sensors can be presented in the control
center there
the decision maker sits. This information is passed on in real time to any
platform that may have
interest in it, for example, the own fighter aircraft should be able to obtain
continuous target information from
flying reconnaissance radar and aerostat-mounted radar. Normally, all
firing orders are issued
Decision Maker. As an alternative to the central decision-maker, there
should be an opportunity to move

the decision-making function to another platform, such as flying
reconnaissance radar, rear of one
JAS39 B, ground central or corvette. This should be possible without delay
on the central
Submarine with
sensors
Hostile submarine
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the decision maker or parts of the network are knocked out or if it is more
appropriate for other reasons
the decision function is located elsewhere.
Figure 12. It is important that all different types of nodes in a local
network for a specific effort can communicate
with the same control center. Furthermore, it is also important that they
can continue to communicate with each other as well
whether the control center should be eliminated.
command
land Based
Mission-based
ground based
acoustic / seismic
sensor
Reactive
UAV for
land targets and
sea targets
FSR 890
Acoustic sensor network
under water
artlokradar
JAS for attack, scouting and
hunting
Submarine
surface vessels
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5 M ODELLING METHODS
Modeling and simulation is a fast growing area, with a wide range from
methodology for analysis and design, for verification and validation. To
create a clear picture of
what methods and tools are available cannot be made, as it would be too
Extensive. In this feasibility study, some interesting and well-known
techniques are highlighted, which are assumed
may be of importance in finding methodology and systematics when
modeling scenarios
which describes network-supported warfare.

5.1 Modeling paradigms
Designing models can be done in a wide variety of ways, from designing
them yourself
the basis, to link finished model components in an HLA federation.
Various
Approaches are also associated with various techniques for analysis and
design. Finding one
approach suitable for the task at hand is not trivial, it is a process in which
a
a variety of issues should be assessed. Below is a brief summary of some
known ones
paradigms that may be of interest to study more closely.
5.1.1 Frame Tools
Simulation frameworks are tools for building models and conducting
simulations without
The tools themselves contain some specific models. The advantages of
simulation frameworks are that they provide
opportunity for time and cost savings by providing the entire infrastructure
that
needed to perform a simulation in the form of scenario generation and
analysis tools,
simulation engine, graphics, time management. By providing these
services it is then possible
to easily create complicated scenarios and reusable models based on
simple
standard modules.

FLAMES and STAGE are commercial products that can be categorized as
simulation
framework, with emphasis on modeling tactical and combat technical
processes at the system level.
Many of the benefits of using simulation frameworks can be described in
general terms,
while the drawbacks can often stem from implementation-specific details,
and may vary
strongly between different products, such as limitations on how the model
must be adapted to
fit into the framework.
An interesting approach may be to find out which specific requirements
are specific to
network-supported warfare, and investigate whether the simulation
framework technology is applicable to
the problem area. It is worth noting that these frameworks are developed
with a traditional one
view of warfare, it is not certain that it is possible to easily incorporate a
new one
views in them.
5.1.2 General tools
Today, there is a large amount of commercial software to solve
mathematically formulated
problems, some examples of such software are MATLAB, MatrixX,
Dymola, Extend, iThink,
with several. These products span a wide range of applications, and often
are
suitable for studying well-defined sub-problems, but can be difficult to
handle at a system level
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with a significantly higher level of abstraction, where, for example, one
wants to study tactical advantages and
disadvantages. Despite these limitations, there may be reasons to take a
closer look at parts of this
area:

It is always interesting to investigate whether the problem can be
formalized; a mathematical
defining a problem is in many cases preferable to the result of assumptions
that
made in models after they are specified. It is likely that sub-problems are
formulated in the project
can advantageously be studied with any of these tools.
The basis for modeling network-based warfare lies, as the name implies,
the possibilities to model the network. Too many questions at the tactical
and operational level need
the network may not be modeled at all, while sensor-to-shooter level
issues may be off
great importance. Computer networks exist almost everywhere in society,
and consequently exist
the many known techniques for modeling computer networks with respect
to various aspects such as
vulnerability, sensitivity to load variations, etc. within this paradigm.
This type of modeling tool is in many cases suitable as a first approach to
solving one
Partial problems, especially since you can make larger boundaries and not
have to take into account everyone
details that shape the whole.
In addition to commercial modeling and simulation tools, there are also
more or less common ones
available languages to express dynamic models, examples of which are
acsl and modelica.
5.1.3 Distributed simulation
A model does not need to be executed independently, it can very well be
designed so that it
interacts with other models that execute either on the same computer, or
over a network.
It is an interesting idea that one could build network-based models
network-based warfare units, but it is not a given that it is the best anyway
solution.

5.2 Methods of analysis
Building computer models for simulating event sequences can be done in a
variety of ways; to
Choosing a method that is suitable for the purpose is primarily a matter of
defining them

questions that simulations with the model should be able to answer, and
based on this, choose the best
methodology.
For problems of a less complex nature, it can often be effective to have a
higher degree of
specialization, while for more complex issues it may be desirable to
generalize
the problem and use more general solutions.
5.2.1 CMMS
Having one for all common conceptual apparatus and perception of what is
to be represented is
crucial for achieving technical and knowledge interoperability 1 . A
comprehensive
work is conducted internationally to provide methods and content in
conceptual
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models, ( Conceptual Model of Mission Space, CMMS). A feasibility
study in the area is being conducted at
FOI during 2001.
Although there is currently no fully developed methodology for CMMS,
mission space models can
in terms of standards, formats, tools, etc. be very interesting for this area,
where
the questions are not yet given.
5.2.2 Object-oriented analysis & design
Object-oriented analysis and design (OOA & D) has become one in the
1990s
dominant method for describing software systems. It is a general and welltried
methodology for describing a system, and applicable in many areas.
5.2.3 Verification, validation and accreditation
Verification and validation and accreditation (VV&A) of models is a topic
that is undoubtedly
will be interesting if today it is difficult to systematically verify and
validate models used for modeling traditional warfare, it will not be

easier to systematize VV&A for models of network conflict, when the
issues can be more
complex.
5.2.4 Fedep
The Federation Development and Execution Process (FEDEP) is, as its
name implies, more a process than
methodology, which has emerged with the development in the field of
distributed simulation. The
the main purpose of FEDEP is to systematize the development of
distributed
simulation models, but the process is so general that it is applicable to
others as well
model development. The activities defined in “HLA Federation
Development and
Execution Process Model V1.5 ” 2 can advantageously be included in this
project.

5.3 Adjacent areas
Network-based warfare is a complex area, and today there is no obvious
choice among
methods and tools. The list of known techniques and tools made here does
not
claim to be complete, it has been made in order to highlight the importance
of having a well defined
problem area, as well as showing the need and difficulties of modeling on
different
levels of detail.
5.3.1 Computer-generated strengths
Computer Generated Forces (Computer Generated Forces, CGFs) are a
method of populating
manned distributed simulations with actors. In an extension of the project
it may be off
interest in further studying the possibilities of using techniques for CGFs.
5.3.2 Data and Information Merger
One area bordering on network-based warfare at the sensor-to-shooter
level is data and
information fusion, especially the possibilities of merging sensor data.
Although data fusion
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is beyond the scope of this project, there may be good reasons to at least
define
interfaces.
Löf S, International Report Modeling and simulation, 1997, ISSN 1100-2999.
2 DMSO: HLA Federation Development and Execution Process Model V1.5, 1999.
1
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6 B IBLIOGRAPHY
After each literature proposal there is a brief description of the contents of
the literature.
Network-based warfare, Network Centric Warfare , is usually abbreviated
as NCW.

6.1 Books
J. Adams, The Next World War . Hutchinson, 1998.
“The book describes how war can be fought in the future and how
planners in the Pentagon and others
places are developing a method called Information Warfare, IW, where
modern technology is used to
identify, demoralize and destroy an opponent without tying up military
forces in the field. "
DS Alberts, JJ Garstka and FP Stein, Network Centric Warfare Developing and Leveraging
Information Superiority . Center for Advanced Concepts and Technology,
2000.
"Book that goes through thoughts and basics around network-based
warfare."
G&M Friedman, The Future of War, ST. Martin Griffin, 1996.
“The authors claim that we have left 'The age of Ballistics' and are
entering 'The age of precision-guided munitions'.
This fundamental change requires changes to strategies. "
N. Friedman, Seapower and Space, Naval Institute Press, 2000.
“Norman Friedman's book is mainly about the US Navy and various
systems connected to it

satellites now or in the near future are in service. In addition, connections
are made from the systems to how they are
operate in a network-oriented environment. "
RR Leonhard, The Principles of War for the Information Age, Presidio
Press, 1998.
“The author markets his view that the principles of war, formulated in the
peasant society, are outdated and that
new principles are needed to achieve victory in today's complex
battlefields. "
M. O'Hanlon, Technological Change and the Future of War, Brookings
Institution Press, 2000.
“O'Hanlon takes a critical stance on the most enthusiastic advocate for
the RMA concepts. At the same time
a structuring of trends and policies is made and a valuation sensor and
weapons system within the framework of these new ones
concept. "
W. Owens and E. Offley, Lifting The Fog Of War . FSG, 2000.
"Admiral WILLIAM OWENS presents in light of his experience as head of
the 6th Navy in the Mediterranean and
as Deputy JCS for its view on how the US defense needs to be transformed
and how IT can be used in this. "
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6.2 Reports
A. Adler, DARPA Technologies for Future Combat Systems . DARPA
Tactical Technology Office,
January 2001.
“Future Combat Systems, FCS, should be a system of systems that is
network-centric, not
centered platform. There is a description of what is considered necessary
in this system and technology that may be needed
mentioned. There is also information on this in the report; Why a Future
Combat Systems Program. ”
SW Askins, The Black Box Conundrum of Network Centric Warfare .
Naval War College Newport RI,
Joint Military Operations Dept., February 2000.

“A revolution in the business world has been applied to NCW. Can be
used to raise awareness as well
time compression to bridge a gap between awareness of the battlefield
situation and
information superiority. "
JD Beck, Preventing Network Centric Overload . Naval War College
Newport RI, Joint Military
Operations Dept., February 2001.
RA Borchert, Organizational Fitness of a Proposed Network Centric
Organization . Naval Postgraduate
School Montery Ca., December 1998.
“Command speed and self-synchronization are important concepts at
NCW. An organization thought
to be used at NCW is proposed. It consists of the combat leader and leader
for situational awareness, resources, effects
as well as operations. How the organizational model works is studied both
for the planning process and for
execution process. The reasoning works if you make the planning process
very centralized and
the execution process decentralized. "
M. Burke, Thought Systems and Network Centric Warfare . Defense
Science and Technology
Organization Salisbury, July 2000.
“TWAW - Thought Warfare and Anti-Warfare include the dynamic
interaction between allies and
opponents' imagined systems. A system of ideas for conceived systems is
presented. "
AK Cebrowski, Network-Centric Warfare: An Emerging Military
Response to the Information Age . Naval
War College, June 1999.
“The meaning of NCW and various components covered by the term are
described. Common misunderstandings around
the meaning of using NCW is investigated. "
AK Cebrowski, Network-Centric Warfare: Its Origin and Future . US
Naval Institute, December
In 2000.
“The meaning of NCW and how it can be constructed with information
networks, sensor networks and weapons networks is described. To
information technology goes from platform centering to network centering
is discussed. "

RD Critchlow, Weaving the Net: Linking Space Systems to Theater
Operations . Naval War College
Newport RI.
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“NCW's foundation is an information network that functions as a nervous
system that links sensors and weapons together.
The required information network can only be accessed using space-based
tools such as satellites. It's rare
the commander has time to establish ground-based communication as
speed is important within NCW.
Unfortunately, there are technical limitations to existing satellite systems,
they must be further developed. "
MM Eagen, Advanced C41 and Operational Decision Making: Panacea
or Pandora's Box? NASA no.
19980237720; AD-A351761.
“RMA includes technologies such as command and control,
communications, computers and intelligence. Benefits and
weak points and the interaction between the system and the future soldier
are discussed. Also how RMA is changing
the decision-making process is addressed. "
DL Eubanks, Application of Network Centric Warfare to J-SEAD . Naval
War College Newport RI,
Joint Military Operations Dept., February 2000.
“Advantages of NCW in aviation battles to suppress enemy defenses are
described. The most important tool is
time - you want to interfere with the enemy's decision cycle. "
SG Fox, The Dimming of Joint Vision 2020: A Concern That the Lack of
Military Satellite
Communications Will Impede the Future Force . Army War College
Carlisle Barracks PA, February
2001.
“In order to achieve information superiority, it is important to have
extensive communication capabilities in order to
move information when and where it is needed. Historically,
communication requirements have not been in line
available satellite communications. "

CR Fralick, Navigation in the Age of Network Centric Warfare . Naval
War College Newport RI, Joint
Military Operations Dept., February 2000.
“Whole weapon systems now rely on GPS for their precision capabilities,
but GPS is vulnerable to asymmetric attacks in
form of interference transmitter. This should be improved when using
NCW. "
JA Freebersyser, Future Combat Systems Communications . DARPA /
ATO, September 2000.
“Future Combat Systems, FCS, should be a system of systems that is
network-centric, not
centered platform. What is needed in this system is described. "
JC Horne, Information Superiority as an American Center of Gravity:
Concepts for Change in the 21 st
Century . Army War College Carlisle Barracks PA, April 2000.
"Discusses information threats, investigates specific hostile attacks and
develops military defense concepts
information network. Provides strategic recommendations for continued
efforts to achieve information superiority. "
HH Hultgren, FE White, JA Roese and JV Simmons, A Network-Centric
Framework for
Engineering Future Naval Platforms . Naval Undersea Warfare Center
Newport Div. RI, March 2000.
“The elements needed within the framework of information in a system
with NCW concept are described. One specific
Examples are given that describe the importance of precision regarding
discovery, interpretation, decision and action. "
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Joint Vision 2010 and Joint Vision 2020
“Is a model for how to deliver technical opportunities to achieve good
efficiency in common
warfare. It will be done by developing four concepts for military
operations; Dominant Maneuver,
Precision Engagement, Full Dimensional Protection and Focused
Logistics. ”

TF Keeley, Network Centric Warfare - Wiring Joint Forces for Battle: Are
Operational Leaders Really
Plugged In , Naval War College Newport RI, Joint Military Operations
Dept., May 2000.
“NCW is an example of Metcalf's law that says the value of a network
grows proportionally to the square root
from its nodes. This is not met when one looks for an important node in the
information network - the leaders. They must understand
both the network and the information about their actions should be
optimal. "
SL McLennan, Battlespace Awareness: Solutions to a Multinational
Problem . Naval War College
Newport RI, Joint Military Operations, February 2001.
“Discusses the increased demands that NCW places on information
superiority as well as the opportunities available to
creating 'Shared Awareness' and increasing the pace of operations. "
FJ Olmo, Command and Control in Joint Vision 2010: Flexible, Adaptive
and Networked . Naval War
College RI, Joint Military Operations Dept., February 1999.
“New technology is being developed to support Joint Vision 2010. It is
important that the concept“ Command and Control ”gives
the commander's flexibility and ability to use faster information
technologies to expand knowledge about
the battlefield and the perception of the situation. "
MS Paulk, Fortifying the Foundation of Combat Power: Centric Warfare
and Principles of Logistics , Naval
War College Newport RI, Joint Military Operations Dept., February 2000.
“Evaluates four logistics principles and applies a network solution at
NCW. Demonstrates advantages of NCW. "
CA Richard, Network Centric Warfare and the Bandwidth Limited
Platform: Beyond the Engagement ,
Naval War College Newport RI, May 2000.
“NCW needs great bandwidth, but there are always devices that are
limited in their ability to communicate.
The strength of NCW is to make best use of the available communication
capabilities for each element. "
Sensor to Shooter 3: Precision Engagement C4ISR Architecture Analysis,
Final Report . National Defense
University Press, Washington, DC, 1998.

MR Sickert, Network-Centric Warfare and the Operational Concepts of
War: A Synergetic Effect . Naval
War College Newport RI, May 2000.
“NCW increases the freedom of action at the strategic, operational and
tactical levels as you gain greater control
areas, time and combat forces. The biggest advantage of NCW is
increased 'Battlespace Awareness'. You want to be able to
operate in the enemy's decision cycle and better utilize available forces. "
TA Slais, Some Principles of Network-Centric Warfare: A Look at How
Network-Centric Warfare Applies to
the Principles of War , Naval War College Newport RI, February 1999.
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“Describes NCW and how it provides advantages regarding mass effects,
good offensive and increased security in warfare.
NCW aims to fight faster, cheaper and better. One wants to achieve a mass
effect of different systems
by coordinating location, identification and finding goals for joint action.
Good offensive is then achieved
NCW gives dominance with respect to the time factor. Security is
increased through dominance on the battlefield thanks to
information superiority. "
FP Stein, Network-Centric Warfare: Impact on Army Operations , IEEE
Piscataway, NJ USA.
“Describes the five concepts that will be the basis for successful battles;
Dominant Maneuver, Precision
Engagement, Focused Logistics, Full-dimensional Protection and
Information Superiority, which should be possible
the other four. Information superiority is achieved with three matrices;
sensors, weapons and information systems.
Examples are given from tests that show that the way fighting is fought is
changing due to information superiority. "
FP Stein, Observations on the Emergence of Network Centric Warfare ,
Evidence Based Research, Spring
Hill Road Vienna, December 2000.
"Good review of the basics of how an NCW system is made up of
information networks, sensor networks and weapons networks."

PJ Szczepankiewicz, Authentication in SAAM Routers , Naval Post
Graduate School Monterey Ca.,
June 2000.
“Authentication is very important in a Server and Agent Based Active
Network Management (SAAM) system.
SAAM with verification can be used as a technical network infrastructure
to support NCW. Solution to this
presented. "
IV Vatet, Can Network-Centric Warfare Save Undersea Warfare? Naval
War College Newport RI,
February 2000.
“The submarine defense with submarines can be a vulnerable link at NCW
and you will not achieve increased security and
surprise moments of the enemy. You lack the technology required to get
the time precision and accuracy in
position required at NCW. "
WT William, Network-Centric Warfare and the Command and Control of
Amphibious Operations . Naval
War College Newport RI, Joint Military Operations Dept., February 2000.
“Full spectrum dominance requires achieving information superiority on
the battlefield. Here we discuss how to
includes the NCW concept regarding future land rise operations. "

6.3 Magazine articles
Y. Atamna, “NETWARS: Toward the Definition of a Unified Framework
for Modeling and
Simulation of Joint Communication Systems, ” Spie International Society
for Optical , Issue 3393, 1998.
AR Garrett , “Information Superiority and the Future of Mission Orders,”
Military Review , vol.
79, no. 6, 1999.
LH Green and EB Raff, “Net-Centric Undersea Warfare,” Sea Technology
, vol.40, no. 11, 1999.
“NCW will improve the fleet's work by providing the right information to
the right person in the right format at the right time. The
Elements needed to build a network-based environment are mentioned. "
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M. Kelley and R. Pei, "C412WS System of Systems Integration for the
Future Army," Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers , vol. 3694, 1999.
“In the future when you have a variety of sensor and weapon systems, they
should be able to be linked to a system of
system using a real-time information network. A robust and flexible
environment must be developed to support
the integration of different systems. Here, proposals for a possible concept
are presented. "
Lewis, "Impact of Network Centric Warfare on Sub Operations,"
Submarine Review , January 1999.
E. Mårtensson and M. Nordin, "The Navy in a Transformed Defense
Force," Marine News , vol. 4, 2000.
”Brief about Joint Vision 2010. Shows on the technological development
that enables the development of NCW and also
examples of how certain technology must be changed for this purpose. "
EC Shek, “Intelligent Information Dissemination Services in Hybrid
Satellite-Wireless
Networks, ” Mobile Networks and Applications , vol. 5, no. 4, 2000.
“Suggestions for using satellite and wireless network infrastructure to
achieve high 'Situation
Awareness'. Assistive technology is the IIDS, Intelligent Information
Dissemination Service, which is to be handled
characteristics differences between satellite and the terrestrial wireless
network, enable efficient use of
bandwidth and ensure that real-time information arrives quickly. "
MA Simard, J. Couture and E. Bosse, “Data Fusion of Multiple-Sensors
Attribute Information
for Target-Identity Estimation Using a Dempster-Shafer Evidental
Combination Algorithm, Spie
International Society for Optical , Issue 2759, 1996.
Thompsson, “Attack Subs & Network-Centric Warfare,” Submarine
Review , no. OCT, 2000.
EJ Walsh, "Exercise Demonstrates Benefits of Military's Network-Centric
Warfare," Signal , vol.
52, no.3, 1997.
FJ West, “Ring of Fire. Ring of Smoke? ” Proceedings , November 1998.
“There are requirements for higher capacity to be able to implement
NCW. For example, ships get many more calls for fire then

The calls can come from many different sensors. Quick information is
required so that decision makers act before
the opponent moves, the capacity for decision-making must be increased. "
EC Whitman, “Submarines in Network Centric Warfare,” Sea Power ,
vol.42, no.7, 1999.
"Discusses many advantages but also disadvantages regarding the plans
around NCW"
AD Zimm, "Human-Centric Warfare," Proceedings , May 1999.
“How does a person fit into the NCW image - how do we work and how
much information is required for you to do
perceive a situation? Factors such as stress, time and decision making are
addressed. "
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6.4 Conference Contribution
J. Brand, A. Brodeen, R. Coleman, M. Lopez, D. Meyer, and K. Preston,
“Virtual Reality C3
Network Battle Management and Analysis Tool, ”from the IEEE Military
Communications Conference
MILCOM , Atlantic City NJ, Oct 31 - Nov 3 1999.
“Software is developed to improve awareness of the situation by collecting
battlefield status from
separate sources and display the information in the form of text and
image. "
BJ Jansen, JA Hamilton and UW Pooch, “Modeling and Simulating an
Army Information
Support Structure, ”from Multiconference , Atlanta: Society for Computer
Simulation International,
April 1997.
S. Julier, R. King, B. Colbert, J. Durbin, and L. Rosenblum. "Software
Architecture of a Realtime Battlefield Visualization Virtual Environment ”, from Virtual Reality
Annual International
Symposium , Houston, 1999.
“Describes DRAGON, a virtual environment that visualizes battlefields to
achieve 'Situational Awareness' in
real time."

NH Lu, “Network Interface to Tactical Communications,” from IEEE
Military Communications
Conference MILCOM , Monterey CA USA, November 3-5, 1997.
“Different users and heterogeneous networks should be able to
communicate. Problems are related to eg
interoperability of networks and efficient utilization of bandwidth. The
problems are investigated and a concept
to solve them are identified. "
CW Noyes, “Network Centric Warfare Operational Impact on Land
Warfare,” from Defense
systems & amp; equipment international DSEi 99 conference , Chertsey,
September 1999.
DA White, L. Young and GR Kelsch, “Modeling and Simulation of
Situational Awareness in
the Tactical Internet, ”from the IEEE Military Communications
Conference MILCOM , Bedford, MA USA,
October 19-21, 1998.
“Important in 'Situational Awareness' to know the position of both allies
and the enemy. 'Situational Awareness'
is based on information from the Allies' networks and a complex
communication system is required
will provide reliability and efficient data transfer. "
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B NNEX 1 - T YPFALL F AST CASE
Summary
Typically a fixed target, an artillery cannon has fired a civilian city. The
shooting was discovered by ours
sensors that allowed calculation of the cannon's position. One of our attack
aircraft that was in the air
will be ordered to fight the detected cannon. The attack is made more
difficult by the fact that the artillery cannon is
located next to a hospital where refugees pass on a nearby road.

Opening activities and objects
Our squad has been assigned the task of protecting a number of villages in
a valley where they have constantly endured

artillery fire. Because of the shelling, those who are able to flee via the
main road that runs
through the area. The road runs next to an old hospital that both sides of
the conflict use
to care for their wounded. Our artillery localization radar detects that the
latest shooting
has come from a place not far from the hospital and the commander of the
management center requests
action from attack aircraft in the air towards the calculated target position.

activities
APPROACH

Attenuation takes place at low altitude with off radar and radio silence to
display as small a signature as
possible.
Reconnaissance

An artillery location radar detects and calculates the position of a firing
artillery cannon.
The position is sent to a central management center that compiles and
evaluates
information.
intelligence Assessment

The information that comes into the intelligence center is compiled,
processed and inserted into
the snapshot presented to decision makers.
command center

In the management center are decision makers with staff members. Any
decision maker can put together
their own situation. Decision makers specify which targets to fight and
which weapons platform
to be used.
Stake

As the aircraft approaches the target, the pilot shall verify that the Rules of
Engagement (ROE) are
fulfilled. In positive response, the pilot fires the attack robot towards the
target.
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Evaluate the impact of the effort.

The Spaniard UAV following the attack aircraft overflows to take a photo
for analysis
the effect of the insert.

Object
command center

A center where the decision maker is located.
Information Center

Place where the information coming in from the sensors is compiled and
processed further.
JAS39

The attack aircraft has performance as Fpl 39 sub-series 3.
attack Robot

The attack robot on the aircraft is a KEPD 350.
artillery Cannon

The enemy artillery cannon has the same performance as today's 15.2 cm
haubits.
Reconnaissance UAV

Scout UAV has the same performance as Hunter (American UAV).
reconnaissance Sensor

Arthur type artillery localization radar.
Connection

The connection consists of a universal radio that can establish a connection
between everyone typically included
units.

Geographical areas and conditions
The mission can be carried out at any location throughout Europe. Near
the destination
there is a hospital and a road where refugees travel.

Size and layout of military resources
our

1 wiring harness
1 fpl 39 from sub-series 3 with 2 attack robots
1 measure approx. 3 mx 3 m
Universal Radio
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The opponent

The opponent's artillery consists of a 15 cm haubit cannon.
Other items

Near the hospital there is a road that is paved and about 7 m wide.
Refugees are moving on
the road and next to the hospital. The hospital is a 4-storey building about
100 m long and 30 m wide.

Time and environment
The artillery cannon is located 100 m from the civilian highway. The road
is run by refugee streams.
The attack can only be carried out for days.
The scenario takes place for about 2 hours. 1 hour approach and then
weapons. stake
time duration about 20 minutes.

Starting position and closing conditions
The situation begins with the aircraft in the air armed with 2 attack robots.
The type case ends when
impact assessment of the attack has been performed.
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B NNEX 2 - T YPFALL

S TRIDSVAGN

Summary
In the typical tank there is elevated readiness but no direct war situation.
The raised
readiness causes our forces to maintain a general surface-based air and
ground based
scouting and increased surveillance of ports and airports for incident
preparedness and
maintaining territorial integrity. Adjacent to a port area has a stranger
tanks observed.
The task of the Swedish forces is to detect and locate the tank and then
follow
this and carry out a weapons operation. Reactive scouting is conducted
with a small UAV and
the tank is fought with a fiber optic robot.

Opening activities and objects

The situation has been preceded by a number of terrorist attacks on
Swedish infrastructure, such as electricity and electricity
telecommunications. In addition, there has been increased military activity
in border areas
and in connection with Swedish territorial water boundaries.
An enemy tank has violated Swedish territorial integrity and is under way
movement towards urban areas. This means a route of about 100 km that is
operated both in terrain and
on the way. Fire can be fired while walking or stationary. The tank has
under way and
fireworks high signature. During grouping, stationary, the signatures are
low then the tank
hiding by masking in terrain under trees etc. or by hiding near
or in buildings (for example, barns).
Ground sensor systems consist of acoustic, seismic, magnetic and optical
sensors available
deployed in strategic locations along roads and borders. These can detect,
classify and
target the enemy units. These are supplemented by civilian surveillance
systems, e.g.
traffic monitoring system. These systems can operate in special modes
where the alarm threshold is lower
or the alarm criteria are different from normal civilian use.
Following indications from the ground sensor network, the home guard
who locates and identifies is informed
the target that is in motion on the road and reports the type of target, time,
direction of movement,
speed and coordinates to the battle line. The purpose is to continuously
obtain target data
reactive voltage with a small UAV. This delivers target data to the
common snapshot.
The situation picture is then available partly from the central management,
OPIL and partly from the unions
located in the area.
When the alien tank is hidden approaching the urban area without
answering calls is decided
Coat insert. The weapon of choice is a fiber optically controllable robot.
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activities
The current situation

A ground state image is built up by a combination of specially placed
ground sensors, civilian
surveillance systems (traffic cameras) and reports from, for example, the
home defense. They deployed
the ground sensors are such that they can be quickly deployed in an area
where it is expected
foreign activity. To obtain target data of such quality that weapon insertion
can take place, one is used
less voltage UAV.
Management

The senior management is from the operational intervention management,
OPIL. Local wiring happens
by brigade. Decisions on the use of weapons are made by OPIL. The
brigade management chooses weapons systems,
plans and implements the weapons operation.
weapons Action

The weapon insert is made with a fiber optically controlled robot with
performance approximately equivalent
Polyphem 1 .

Object
Marksensornät

Ground sensor systems consist of acoustic, seismic, magnetic and optical
sensors.
Mark sensor systems are used by placing them in strategic locations along
roads and
limits. These can detect, classify and target enemy units and lead efforts
against
these. They can also detect and locate fires. There is thus a fairly large
number
sensors that can monitor the enemy advance. To some extent, the
information is
sufficient to deploy long-range weapon systems to stop advancement or
lower
speed.
Hostile tanks

The hostile tank is of an older model that lacks advanced countermeasure
systems that
sensor-activated protection or active armor. It requires regular filling of
fuel which
This is done by appearing to meet civilian tank cars, driven by agents of
foreign power
the tank at predetermined places for refueling.
Fiber optically controlled robot

The robot has a range of up to 60 km. The robot is controlled via an opto
fiber which partly sends
control signals from the operator to the missile, and sends the image from
the missile's IR camera to
the operator for analysis. The weapon system (missile and operator) is thus
able to “see” the target
before it is fought and can thus be sure that it is the right goal.
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Geographical areas and conditions
The terrain is characterized by mixed terrain with forests, small quarries,
roads and smaller communities as well
scattered agriculture.

Size and layout of military resources
our

The area has the following own dressings:
• Brigade staff
• Elements of a divund battalion (UAV, ground tension)
• Part of a SIS battalion (1-2 SIS comp and the battalion command)
(approximately the same area)
• An amphibious battalion
• Part of a light meek battalion during training (limited use)
• Air base dressings, including sack dressings
• Air protection
• The fixed radar system (aerostats, ground-based radar of different types).
The opponent

Enemy resources consist of scattered autonomous units that have been
given instructions on targets in advance

routes etc. The units maintain some communication with their base.

Time and environment
The type case occurs in October with a weather consisting of alternating
clouds and occasionally
rainfall. The time period for the scenario is about 6 hours to a day.

Starting position and closing conditions
The scenario starts when information about hostile operations, vehicles
and personnel comes in
control center.
Extensive surveillance systems give alarms about extended unclassified
activities in different areas,
eg increased traffic with large vehicles. Port monitoring equipment and
border areas provide
alarms about increased activity and also classification of heavy duty
vehicles. Reactive voltage is initiated
which then leads to action with weapons.
The scenario ends when fighting is done and verified.
Polyphem is a fiber optically controlled robot with an IR camera. See, for example, http:
//www.armytechnology.com/projects/polyphem/ for more information.
1
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B NNEX 3 - T YPFALL S TRIDSFLYG
General comments on the type case
Robots are typically taken from a source that has chosen significantly
higher performance than today's robots.
To match this, performance on above all radar has also been set higher
than today's. The problem
what is clear already at first glance is that the typical case becomes
extremely sensitive to small variations in
detection distance. It is not entirely unlikely that the models need to be
made much more accurate and
more truthful to make it possible to get meaningful results. It is above all
radar performance where only a standard detection distance may not
suffice. These

However, radar performance is necessary to see at this stage that the
typical case has a reasonable opportunity
to function because of the great sensitivity. Other supplements are hit
probabilities, P kill ,
performance on antidote etc.
The type case may need to be supplemented with a high-altitude UAV
with infrared sensor that can
detect an incoming robot in the M3 in some cases. Our fighter planes
should possibly also
supplemented with infrared sensor.

Summary
Typical fighter aircraft consists of a position with some height readiness.
Our strengths include the task
to protect an important fixed land target and to monitor and assert a
territory bounded by one
a fixed boundary, eg a territorial water boundary. The target is attacked
without special warning of
the opponent's attack company consisting of four attack aircraft and two
escort fighter aircraft.
Our site has a flying reconnaissance radar, a coastal corvette and a fixed
radar station or one
aerostat with radar as sensors. Our side has like weapons air defense robots
on the coastal corvette,
air defense robots at the target as well as fighter jets. Our site also has a
network-based management system
with a central decision maker.

Opening activities and objects
Described under the heading "Activities".

activities
Air strikes against targets that are an important facility

The opponent's aircraft starts from the air base 1000 km from the target
perpendicular to our coast and
flies in a straight path in the direction of the target. The flying height is
10000 m. The opponent's aircraft comes
to complete the mission no matter how large losses they suffer. After
completion of the assignment returns
all opponent's aircraft.
Flying reconnaissance radar and aerostat-mounted radar are operational
and monitor the area. Korvetten

also monitors its environment continuously with radar. When any of these
systems have detected
the opponent's attacking aircraft, the decision maker will order our fighter
aircraft to take off
to reject these aircraft. The opponent's aircraft does not respond to contact
attempts by radio.
The opponent's attacking fighter aircraft will fire all radar robots first and
then
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all infrared robots against our flying reconnaissance radar and our fighter
aircraft until these targets have
eradicated. Our aircraft are attacked in the order in which they are
discovered and come within range of the firing range.
The opponent's attack aircraft will each fire a robot against the corvette,
one against
the air base and two robots towards the target. These are attacked in the
order in which they come
shooting distance. The target is considered defeated if at least one robot
hits. If at least one robot hits
the airbase will not be able to launch a fighter aircraft during the rest of the
type case. About at least one
robot hit the corvette, all systems on the corvette will be knocked out for
the rest of
Typically. The opponent's attack aircraft will fire IR robots at our fighter
planes
these come within shooting range. When the attack robots are fired,
everyone comes
opponent's aircraft to return.
When the opponent has fired the first robot and our side has discovered it
gets ours
fighter aircraft orders to fire fighter robots against primarily the opponent's
attack aircraft but also
against the opponent's fighter aircraft if it is not possible to reach the
attack aircraft otherwise.

If the opponent's aircraft instead, without firing, passes the limit that our
force should
monitor, for example, a territorial water boundary, our aircraft receive
orders to fire fighter robots in the first
hand the opponent's attack aircraft but also against the opponent's fighter
plane if it is not
possible to reach the attack aircraft by other means, however, our aircraft
should not fire robots at them
of the opponent's aircraft that has not yet crossed the monitored limit.

Object
The opponent

Attack aircraft, Attack robots 1
Four heavy attack aircraft with 4 attack robots and 4 IR missiles for close
combat.
Countermeasure pods. Multimodar radar with detection distance 100 km
towards a target of 1 m 2
radar cross section. Radar measuring area 1 m 2 . Radius of action 1500
km. Speed 1000 km / h.
Medium long range attack robot aimed at fixed targets. The robot behaves
autonomously after
precipitate. The robot is equipped with a ramjet engine. Medium speed
M3. Range 300 km. radar cross section
0.1 m 2 .

Escort fighter planes, Hunting robots
Two escort fighter aircraft with 6 long-range radar fighter robots and 4 IR
robots for close combat. Countermeasure pods. Multimodar radar with
detection distance 100 km to one
target with 1 m 2 radar target area. Signature suppression measures have
been taken. Radar area 0.1 m 2 .
Radius of action 2000 km. Speed 1200 km / h (supercruise). The speed is
1000 km / h in the normal case.
Long range radar hunting robot with active target finder. The robot is
equipped with a ramjet engine.
Medium speed M3. Reach 100 km
our

Ground-bound goal
Important plant that is the target of the attack. For the civilian population
close to the target there are
any kind of shelter or opportunity to evacuate within 10 minutes of the
order being placed.
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Corvette 2
Corvette equipped with radar, anti-aircraft robots and Telemot means.
Radar with detection distance
40 km for an air target with 1m 2 radar area. range of the air defense robot
10 km. Speed up
patrol 25 km / h. Radar measuring area 1000 m 2 . Endless endurance.

Flying reconnaissance radar 3
Radar with detection distance 250 km for an air target with 1m 2 radar
measuring area. Speed of patrolling
500 km / h. Infinite endurance until the aircraft has been fought by the
opponent's aircraft (Several fpl
is assumed to be able to participate in the assignment and thus a fpl can
always be in the air). After fighting
the aircraft cannot be replaced by anything else within the time of the
typical case.

Aerostat with reconnaissance radar 4
Radar with detection distance 250 km for an air target with 1m 2 radar
measuring area. (This radar can
possibly replaced with a fixed scout radar similar to PS 860)

Air defense robot battery with associated radar 5
The range of the air defense robot is 10 km. Radar with detection distance
30 km for an air target with
0.1m 2 radar target area (incoming robot).

Hunting Aircraft
JAS 39, which has a hull where signature dampening measures have been
taken. Radar area 0.1 m 2 .
Action radius 500 km. Speed 1000 km / h. Fpl can start 10 minutes after
order.
The grip can be equipped with a variety of robots and missiles. You can
also hang on an extra
tank on the underside to increase the range. Gripen always has a basic
armor regardless of mission.
It consists of an AIM-9 Sidewinder in each wing tip and an automatic
cannon from Germany

brand Mauser-Werke type Akan w / 85.
The balls have a caliber of 27 mm. Then the Gripen can be equipped
depending on which mission it is to perform
perform. Six different robots and missiles including a bomb canister can
be carried by JAS 39
fighter aircraft 4 radar fighter robots Rb2000 and 2 AIM9 as well as a
countermeasure capsule

Hunting Robots

• Rb 2000 AMRAAM Radar Hunting Robot
• AIM-9 Sidewinder Main Function: Air Combat Missile
Supplier: Naval Weapons Center
Rocket Engine: Hercules and Bermite Mk 36 Mod 71, 8
Length: 2.87 meters
Diameter: 0.13 meters
Warhead: Annular blast fragmentation
Weight: 85.5 kilos
Navigation system: Infrared
Unit cost: $ 84,000
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Radar
Multimodar radar with detection distance 100 km against an air target with
1m 2 radar target area.
Long range radar hunting robot with active target finder. The robot is
equipped with a ramjet engine.
Medium speed M3. Reach 100 km

The network
All location information from all sensors is presented in real time in the
control center there
The decision maker sits. This information is passed on in real time to any
platform that may have
interest in it, for example, our fighter planes should be able to obtain
continuous target information from flying
reconnaissance radar and aerostat-borne radar. Normally, all firing orders
are given by the decision maker. As

alternatives to the central decision-maker, there must be the opportunity to
move
the decision-making function to another platform, eg flying reconnaissance
radar, rear of a JAS39
B or corvette . This should be possible without delay of the central
decision maker or
parts of the network are switched off.

Geographical areas and conditions
Our force is stationed in a state with a straight coast in the direction the
attack is coming. Then there is
the 500 km of water to the opponent's coast. The territorial water boundary
goes 250 km outside
coast. All our fixed objects except aerostat are grouped 100 km inside the
coast. The
however, the mutual distance is so great that if one of the targets is fought,
the others will not be harmed.
Aerostat is located 100 km from the other objects and 100 km inside the
coast.

Size and layout of military resources
our

A division consists of 4 fighter aircraft with 4 long-range aircraft and 2
AIM 9.
The opponent

Resources are listed under the heading "Objects". The attack company has
had the assignment defined in advance
and every incoming aircraft is assumed to follow it no matter what
happens. The assignment appears below
the heading "Activities".

Time and environment
In total, this typically includes the time from a time when some heightened
preparedness has been introduced in our defense
until the entire attack is over. In total, the attack can be estimated to take
less than an hour.

Starting position and closing conditions
The scenario starts with the opponent's aircraft starting from an air base
100 miles from the target as they
should attack. Our fighter planes are in standby mode on an airbase with
10 minutes take-off
upon order, the air defense is in standby mode. A flying reconnaissance
radar patrols a 400 km long

stretch 200 km off the coast. Corvette patrols a 400 km stretch 50 km off
the coast.
All sensors on flying reconnaissance radar, aerostat and corvette are
running. The defense has at
At the beginning of the typical case, certain measures were taken to be
able to act against a surprising flight attack.
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The scenario ends when all the opponent's aircraft has been discovered and
fought alternatively
when their own target has been subjected to combat and the opponent's
aircraft has returned.

Ideas for continued analysis
The basic question to be answered is what benefits can be achieved with a
network rather than with
today's management system.
Appropriate analysis

Already you can see that these are very short times from alert to executed
attack.
It seems reasonable to assume that just in time for decision makers to
receive relevant information and
the time to get the firing order are crucial factors. One can also assume that
a great time gain can
is done by excluding "unnecessary" steps in the loop if possible. In some
cases it may be
Realistically, the decision to attack is made by the root manager in one of
our hunting rats based directly on
location information from flying scout radar. Also compare with today's
management system and watch
on how different times throughout the management loop are affected if
you have a network instead.
A number of different cases should be investigated where different parts of
the network are disabled or some sensors
are eliminated to get an idea of how sensitive the network is to
interference.

The function of the network should be varied a little with, for example,
decision makers placed in different places to see
how the vulnerability is affected. You can have several alternative decision
makers on different platforms.
Depending on whether parts of the network are excluded, the task can be
taken over by other decision makers.
Another possibility is to vary the standby mode. The time it takes for fpl to
start after orders is
probably very crucial to the outcome. In the same way can the time to get
The air defense robot battery has a clear impact on the outcome, provided
that
the air defense robots can fight incoming attack robots.
Step two may be to look more closely at how necessary functions can be
realized technically and where
the network information must be processed before it is sent off and
presented to the concerned.
Analytical measures that may be relevant.

Probability that the target is being fought.
Probability that civilians around the target can be protected or evacuated.
This can also be measured as
time available for evacuation.
Time gain for important decisions compared to today's management
system.
Some measure of measuring the profit of being able to move the decisionmaking function between different places.
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Figure 13. Schematic illustration of typical fighter aircraft.
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Fpl and robots are based on report FOI d no H2001 / 203. Radar radar areas are
experience values from FOI
Defense analysis personnel. Radar performance corresponds to assessments of what may
be reasonable development for
2002 made by Rolf Kaddik, FOI Defense Analysis.
2 Generic model based on the corvettes in the Visby series with LV robot type Bamse.
The radar area is
calculated on a standard basis as one tenth of what vessels of similar size have today.
radar Performance
corresponds to assessments of what may be a reasonable development for 2020 made by
Rolf Kaddik, FOI
Defense Analysis.
3 FSR890 according to Jane's all the worlds aircraft 1995-96. Radar performance
corresponds to assessments of what
may be a reasonable development for 2020 made by Rolf Kaddik, FOI Defense Analysis.
4 Radar performance like FSR890 above.
5 Generic model similar to LV robot type Teddy bear. Radar performance corresponds to
assessments of what can
be a reasonable development for 2020 made by Rolf Kaddik, FOI Defense Analysis.
1
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B NNEX 4 - T YPFALL Y TSTRIDSFARTYG
Summary
A frigate from superpower A who refuses to obey orders from his own
defense force is typically approaching
surface combat vessel a Swedish convoy on its way out of Gothenburg
towards the English Channel. The convoy
transports Swedish troops on their way to an international operation of
which superpower A has an interest
to delay. When the frigate is judged to pose a threat to the Swedish convoy
and all attempts to obtain
the turnaround failed, the Swedish operative management decides that it
should be lowered
naval target robot or controlled bombs. The task falls on the effort strength
created to protect
convoy.

Opening activities and objects
Sweden has undertaken to contribute fully equipped within the framework
of an international operation
amphibious battalion to an international force in Asia. The battalion is
being loaded aboard three larger vessels
Gothenburg harbor to be shipped by sea to the operating area. In the
English channel they should
Swedish vessels meet an international convoy escorted by British and
American
Warship. Up to the English Channel, the Swedish Navy will protect the
three transport vessels. One
effort force consisting of surface combat ships, helicopters, aircraft and
coastal robot battery is put together for
to solve the task.
Superpower A has interests in the crisis area and in various ways wants to
delay the international force. IN
aiming to delay maritime transport, the superpower A has sent a naval
force to the North Atlantic and
North Sea. Clashes have occurred in the past and there is considered to be
a risk that
superpower A's naval force will attack the Swedish transport vessels on
the way to the assembly point.

A group of three frigates has been targeted south of Norway on an eastern
course.
When the Swedish vessels leave the port of Gothenburg, the group of
frigates divides
and a foreign frigate (FF) is moving at high speed towards the Swedish
convoy. The ship
ignore all attempts to contact by radio and shoot a JAS plane on a
reconnaissance mission with one
semi-active radar targeting air defense robot. Swedish diplomatic contacts
with superpower A are leading
not to stop the ship. On the contrary, superpower A assures that they no
longer have control over
the ship, its crew with the commander at the head acts on their own
initiative and the ship refuses
obey orders to turn. In Sweden, the Marine Tactical Command decides that
it is foreign
the vessel must be stopped. Taking into account time factors and risks for
Swedish personnel and equipment
it is decided that the ship is to be lowered by a sea-going robot or
controlled bombs.
When the order comes for FF to be lowered, the responsibility falls on the
tactical leader (TAL) who has
the responsibility for protecting the convoy. TAL leads on board the
corvette HMS Karlstad at sea with
convoy. The effort is hampered by the extensive civil maritime traffic in
the area .
In the first instance, FF is to be fought with a robot effort from land-based
coastal robot battery, TKRB 1 ,
grouped between Uddevalla and Munkedal. If this is not considered
possible due to the risks of
civil maritime combat is to be fought by means of controlled bombs from a
rota JAS from F7 i
Såtenäs. After an attack, the effect is assessed by scouting with a rota JAS.
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activities

The current situation

Existing sensor systems are used to continuously build up a position
picture where FF can be followed.
If the degree of detail in the position picture is not sufficient, reactive
scouting is used with scouting UAV.
The snapshot is available from both the escort vessels as well as the
coastal robot battery and the JAS fleet.
Management

TAL has been informed of all relevant units in the area. This means that
TAL has the right of command
over both ships in the convoy, coastal robot batteries and a rote JAS for
attack missions and a rote
JAS for reconnaissance missions. To fulfill its task, TAL has on board
HMS Karlstad
communication system that he can be in direct contact with the JAS
division at Såtenäs.
Weapon insert, option 1

TAL commands efforts with four SRBs towards target FF according to the
common situation picture. The order is taken
received at TKRB which prepares four SRBs and fires them. SRB is being
prepared to arrive
the target at the same time, +/- 5 seconds. One attacks from above and
three at low altitude from three different
directions.
Weapon insert, option 2

TAL commands efforts with controlled bombs from two JAS planes to
target FF according to the joint
mode image. When the order arrives, the aircraft is cleared and takes off as
soon as possible. They fly
on a direct course towards FF and drops the laser-controlled bombs at 12
km distance.
FF property

FF is equipped with air defense systems that can be used to fight incoming
SRB or
aircraft. These systems are used in both weapon options.

Object
Alien Frigate - FF

FF is a frigate for primarily surface attack missions. The displacement is
about 2,200 tonnes. It is
equipped with two 100 mm fire pipes in double mounting to combat sea
targets,, one

air defense channel with semi-active radar target air defense robot for
remote protection (up to 10 km), two
air protection ducts with each two twin-mounted 37 mm box. In addition
to these weapons systems have
the ship also has active and passive telecommunications systems. 2
HMS Karlstad

Corvette in the Visby class, equipped for escort missions with submarine
equipment. The escort is also included
two corvettes type Gothenburg equipped with SRB. In this scenario, the
Swedish vessels have none
other function than being the management platform for the operation.
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Reconnaissance UAV

The UAV is land-based. It is equipped with SAR and optical scouting
equipment
which in real time transmits processed data back to the ground station via
radio. With a laser link available
also the ability to send raw data to the ground station. UAV can stay in the
air for 6-8 hours.
The Spanning UAV is co-grouped with the helicopter division at Säve.
Heavy coastal robot

The heavy coastal robot has a range of more than 200 km and can be
prepared to fly towards
the target entirely according to the wishes of the operator. It is equipped
with dual target finder, radar and infrared,
and has re-attack ability. 3
JAS plane

JAS plan watch series three.
Controlled bombs

Laser controlled bombs for precision action with armor-breaking ability.

Geographical areas and conditions
This type of case takes place at sea in September. The location is the
western sea with the environmental parameters
that applies to that time and place.

Size and layout of military resources
our

C OPIL leads the operational operations. An operation force consisting of
surface combat vessels, HKP,
JAS planes and TKRB have been put together to protect the planned
convoy. The head of
the action force is tactical leader (TAL). The combat force is divided into
four combat groups, 1) surface combat vessels,
2) Helicopters 3) TKRB and 4) JAS aircraft. SjöBevC (equivalent) is
responsible for establishing one
situation picture. UAV affiliates are under SjöBevC.
The opponent

The opponent in this case is a standalone vessel.

Time and environment
In total, the typical case consists of the discovery of major power A's battle
group to the weapons operation about two
day. During this time, the situation picture must be maintained and
necessary preparations made, e.g.
grouping of TKRB and preparation of JAS plan. The moment when FF
goes against Swedish vessels
lasts about an hour.

Starting position and closing conditions
The type case starts when a battle group of three foreign frigates is
discovered south of Norway. Then
an amphibious battalion is already being loaded in Gothenburg harbor. In
the harbor are the four corvettes
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which is intended to constitute an escort to the transport vessels. TKRB is
on exercise in the Karlskrona area
and ordered at the beginning of the step to go towards grouping in the
Uddevalla area. The voltage UAV stands in
normal preparedness on Säve.
The resources of the area at the start of the moment are those that are
normally used to determine
sjölägesbilden.
The moment ends when OPIL receives confirmation from its own
investigative resources that the target has been fought.
Convoy

FF
SRB

Figure 14. Schematic illustration of typical surface battleships.
Organizationally, Heavy Coast Robot Battery (probably) has been taken out of the
Swedish military organization. IN
this scenario has been included with the aim of reinforcing the network character of the
input force created.
2 The alien frigate is modeled on a Chinese Jiangwei frigate as described in Jane's
fighting Ships 2001-2002. Some freedom regarding the LV channels has been utilized so
the information in Jane's is not
full.
3 This is a "generic" SRB that I very much like a RB 15 but can equally be a Harpoon or
similar. The dual goal-seekers are placed to degrade the effect of FF's
telecommunications efforts.
1
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Summary
During an assignment to protect ships in a convoy, underwater typically
detects our underwater one
hostile submarine. Our submarine that is nearby gets orders to fight the
opponent's submarine with help
of information obtained via a fiber optic cable. Using target information
from deployed
scout sensors give our submarine sufficient target information to be able to
shoot the torpedo at the target.
The target is fought and impact assessment is done through the scouting
sensors.

Opening activities and objects
Our submarine is out on patrol missions in the Baltic Sea. The task is to
work with one
surface force protect the merchant navy's vessels from attack by
submarines. Our submarine is connected to it
the Swedish network using a fiber optic cable that is rolled out as the
submarine moves
itself. The position picture that the submarine receives from both surface
monitoring vessels' sensors, laid out

acoustic buoys and UAV sensors equipped with blue-green laser. also
from their own broadcast UUV.
The submarine's armament is a wire-guided torpedo that is directed
towards the target from our submarine. After fighting
impact evaluation is done with the help of a sent UUV.

activities
Submarine patrol

A submarine assignment can last for a month with several in-depth
activities. A patrol mission can
last for a maximum of one week. It should be able to operate both in
Swedish waters and internationally
efforts. The submarine is usually assigned a scouting area within which it
is to carry out its
task.
Compilation of situation picture

Compilation of incoming sensor information takes place in a notification
center in the country.
Insert with torpedo

The torpedo is pushed from the submarine which then guides it towards
the specified target position.
Impact assessment of torpedo insert

Impact assessment is done using available sensors.

Object
our

Submarine
Of the type Gotland
Speed 20 knots in underwater mode
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Torpedo
Threaded, there are two variants; heavy torpedoes corresponding to type
63 and light torpedoes type
431/451
Hydroacoustic sonar with circular coverage and FAS.
UAV-borne sensor with blue-green laser
UUV with CCD camera and acoustic sensor

surface vessels

Visby with sonars

merchant
Vessels weighing about 30000 tons
The opponent

Submarine
Submarine type Kilo

Torpedo
• Torped TEST-71MKE TV , a viewfinder controlled torpedo with
active sonar with TV there
the operator can choose targets during the final phase. Weight 1800 kg
1,820 kg with a 200 kg
warhead.
• Torped TEST 72 , a wake water dump. Weight 2,200 kg with 200 kg
combat section and
range 40 km.

Sonar
MGK-400EM digital sonar. Detects targets in a sector +/- 30 degrees

Radar
The submarine's radar is in the periscope and can detect both surface
targets and air targets.

Geographical areas and conditions
The type case is located in the Baltic Sea. The range of the torpedo is
about 10 km. The reconnaissance area is a box
30 x 5 miles

Size and layout of military resources
We have 3 submarines available to cover the Baltic Sea. There are 2
corvettes for surface protection.
A comprehensive network of hydroacoustic buoys is laid out between
mainland Sweden and Finland.
The opponent has 2 submarines stationed in the Baltic Sea. The
submarines are equipped with torpedoes
Skvall.
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Time and environment

A submarine assignment can last for a month with several in-depth
activities. A patrol mission can
last for a maximum of one week. It should be able to operate both in the
Baltic Sea, along the west coast and also
be able to be sent on international assignments. In the present case, the
primary area is the Baltic Sea.
The time is early autumn.

Starting position and closing conditions
The type case starts with a condition when our submarine has been out on
a reconnaissance mission for 3 weeks.
As a last activity, the submarine is to patrol along one of the merchant
fleet's routes. At the start of
typically the submarine cheese is Gotland and will go along a route
between Nynäshamn and
Helsinki. The simulation ends when the hostile submarine is lowered or
judged to be reversed
due to injury or other assignment. The type case ends when the convoy
reaches Nynäshamn.
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B NNEX 6 - F RAVSTÄLLARE ON N ÄTVERKET
A network for the needs of the armed forces needs to fulfill a number of
requirements for different functions from one
amount of requirements. Examples of conceivable requirements are shown
in Figure 15 and examples of theirs
respective requirements are given in the table below.
Figure 15. Requirements on the network.

Requirements switch
Need for network features
defense management
Communication, ordering
Information, location picture
Decision Support
Verification
Management
Information from

sensors
own devices
management
dressing
inputs
Communication
Analysis Ability
The network
sensors
management
system
Communication
Dressing
inputs
defense
management
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summary Ability
planning skills
Communication
Transport and distribution of information
Management
Dressing
Information, location picture
Decision Support
Communication
Management, orders
Controlling intervention funds
sensors
Communication
Information, orders
Management
summary Ability
inputs
Information

Mållägesuppdatering
Order
Effect verification

Network features
In order to meet the requirements set on the network, this must be able to
provide one
number of services or functions. These functions can be divided into a few
main groups:
• Communication
• Wiring for sensors
• Wiring planning
• Decision support
• Information about
• Data from sensors and own devices
• Compilations
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• Forecasts
• Verification of
•
Effect
•
forecasts
•
Måldata
•
Communication
•
Feature
The requirements for availability, security and time delay can vary with
different tasks
the network can differ substantially between different users and different
tasks. There can, for example, efforts
be time-critical in execution but information-critical in planning.
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